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RPM in China - overview
Fixed and minimum resale prices are explicitly prohibited

Recommended and maximum resale prices are not addressed

Possible exemption based on non-exhaustive list of justifications

Rule of reason' analysis – court/authority divergence

Recent enforcement by NDRC
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White liquor case
• NDRC local offices fined Maotai and Wuliangye
RMB 247 / 202 million
• Wuliangye's RPM policy held illegal
– Intra-brand price competition eliminated
– Inter-brand competition restricted ("imitation
effect")
– Consumer interests harmed due to "strong
market position"

Hogan Lovells
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Johnson & Johnson case
• Suture products distributor sued J&J
– RPM, plus territory and customer restrictions
• At first instance, Intermediate Court found in favor of J&J
─ Plaintiff had failed to prove anti-competitive effect

• On appeal, High Court reversed
─ Similar analysis regarding burden of proof
─ But, different position on impact on competition

Hogan Lovells
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Baby milk formula case
• Investigation against
mostly foreign milk formula
suppliers
─ By definition, market shares
not high

• NDRC press release
succinct
─ Absent guidance,
assumption of per se
illegality may be prudent

Hogan Lovells
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Eye wear case
• In May 2014, NDRC punished
eye wear manufacturers
• Various types of RPM conduct
– RPM on minimum prices
– Discounts or promotional activities
to ensure compliance

Hogan Lovells
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Chinese enforcement under scrutiny
“[The antitrust enforcement authorities] rely insufficiently on sound economic
analysis, intellectual property rights have been curtailed in the name of competition
law, and AML enforcement suffers from procedural and due process shortcomings.
These patterns in AML enforcement give rise to growing concern about the quality
and fairness of enforcement, and they raise legitimate questions about China’s
commitment to the global antitrust commons.”
U.S. Chamber of Commerce Report
From September 2014
"The European Chamber has received numerous alarming anecdotal accounts
from a number of sectors that administrative intimidation tactics are being used
to impel companies to accept punishments and remedies without full hearings.
Practices such as informing companies not to challenge the investigations, bring
lawyers to hearings or involve their respective governments or chambers of
commerce are contrary to best practices."
European Union Chamber of Commerce
from August 2014

Hogan Lovells
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Chinese enforcement under scrutiny (2)
JCCT "deliverables" Outcomes (US Department of Commerce
December 2014)
Competition policy enforcement:

"The United States was able to address a significant concern for many foreign
companies, which have expressed serious concern about insufficient
predictability, fairness and transparency in the investigative processes of China’s
Anti-Monopoly Law enforcement.
The Chinese side agreed that, under normal circumstances, a foreign company
in an Anti-Monopoly Law investigation would be permitted to have counsel
present and to consult with them during proceedings.
China also made several additional commitments, including to treat domestic
and foreign companies equally and to provide increased transparency for
investigated companies."

Hogan Lovells
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Hub-and-spoke—Unilever case
• In March 2011, Unilever
representative gave interviews,
released press statements and sent
letters to supermarkets
– Announcement of price rises on April 1
for shampoo, face-wash and laundry
detergent

• Liby and Nice also announced price
rises for April 1 and 6
• Announcements led to panic-buying

Hogan Lovells
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Hub-and-spoke—Unilever case (2)
• Statements (according to NDRC)
“The everyday chemicals [ie, toiletries] industry is sufficiently competitive, with a great
number of brands. Consumers are relatively price-sensitive and competitors are [closely]
monitoring each other. One can only make slight adjustments and see whether rivals
follow suit.”
“Price rises go through a wait-and-see process [during which] everybody is waiting for
the first one to adjust prices.”
”If our rivals do not follow suit, then we will surely suffer. Therefore, we can only make
gradual adjustments to product prices.”
”Next month, the prices for everyday chemicals of various manufacturers will be adjusted
upward by around 10%. This is mainly because of the recent price rise of around 40% on
average of upstream raw materials such as petrochemicals, vegetable oil and inorganic
chemical products, which has directly led to a 20% increase in the production costs of
everyday chemicals.”

Hogan Lovells
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Automobile cases

•

Hogan Lovells

In September 2014, Hubei Price Bureau fined FAWVolkswagen and 8 Audi distributors
– FAW-Volkswagen "organized" for distributors to reach
agreements on car prices and repair/maintenance fees
– Fine of around RMB 250 million on FAW-Volkswagen
– Fine of around RMB 30 million on 8 Audi distributors
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Automobile cases (2)
• In September 2014, Shanghai Price Bureau
sanctioned Chrysler and 3 distributors in Shanghai
• Chrysler found to conclude distribution agreements
and commercial policies with RPM provisions
• 3 Chrysler distributors found guilty of fixing on repair
and maintenance fees
– Fine of around RMB 32 million on Chrysler
– Fine of around RMB 2 million on 3 Chrysler distributors

Hogan Lovells
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Europe
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RPM in Europe
RPM is usually considered a hardcore
restriction of competition with very few
exceptions
Direct RPM: agreements on minimum or fixed prices
(exceptions: according to European Commission guidance direct
RPM may be acceptable for new product launches or to coordinate
short-term low price campaigns in franchisees or to avoid free-riding
on retailers offering additional pre-sales services)

Indirect RPM: eg agreements on maximum or recommended prices
accompanied by 'supportive' measures such as price monitoring

Hogan Lovells
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Enforcement in Europe
• General guidance from the European Commission
– But also in some Member States, eg July 2014 guidance
from the Austrian Competition Authority

• Cases mainly at level of the EU Member States
– retail markets are usually national and therefore national
competition authorities are considered best placed to deal
with them

• Trends:
– RPM issues in online retail
– Increase in number of cases in Central and Eastern
Europe
– Hub-and-spoke cases
Hogan Lovells
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Italy
• August 2014: Antitrust Authority closed investigation
into RPM practices by Power-One, a producer of
solar panel components, following commitments
– Following the scrapping of subsidies for solar panels in
2012, Power-One had sent letters to distributors
requesting them to respect minimum prices, to avoid a
complete price collapse
– The Authority did not impose a fine in light of the short
period and the context in which the RPM was applied
– Power-One committed not to exert influence over retail
prices and to eliminate exclusivity provisions
Hogan Lovells
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Sweden
• December 2014: Competition Authority closes
probe into protein-powder minimum resale prices
– Investigation started following anonymous complaint
– Low market share meant that major harm to competition
and consumers was not great enough for the authority to
prioritize the investigation
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UK
• March 2014: Office of Fair Trading found that Pride
Mobility Products and 8 online retailers practiced RPM:
– They agreed that the retailers would not advertise prices below
Pride's recommended resale price
– If retailers did, Pride's sales team would approach them to
complain and threatened with less favorable purchase prices
– No fine was imposed because the combined turnover of the
parties was below GBP 20 million ('small agreements'
immunity)

• June 2014: Competition and Markets Authority closes
investigation into RPM by sports bra manufacturer
DBApparel and 3 retailers
– Following complaint and a full investigation, including a
statement of objections, the case was dropped
Hogan Lovells
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Lithuania
• December 2014: the Competition Council imposed
fines of 58 million litai (~USD 21 million) and 15
million litai (~USD 5 million) on retailer Maxima and
frozen food supplier Mantinga respectively
– The companies agreed for almost a decade that Maxima
would not sell frozen bread below the base price on
Mantinga's price list
– They also wanted other retailers to get involved in the
RPM but the Competition Council did not find evidence
that others actually participated
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Greece
• December 2014: Competition Commission imposes
EUR 10.2 million fine (~USD 12 million) on
electronics retailer Germanos
– For 22 years, Germanos' contract with its franchisees
required them to stick to fixed resale prices
– Case was opened following complaints from franchisees
and continued despite franchisees withdrawing the
complaint

Hogan Lovells
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Germany
• August 2014: foam mattress producer Recticel
settled an investigation of the Federal Cartel Office
for EUR 8.2 million (~USD 10 million)
– Between 2005 and 2009, Recticel had meetings with
retailers to convince them not to go under certain price
levels
– Some retailers were threatened with late deliveries and
court action if they dropped prices
– Online retailers could only become authorized online
traders with permission to use Recticel's logo and data, if
they stuck to minimum prices
– A parallel probe into horizontal collusion between Recticel
and other foam mattress producers was dropped
Hogan Lovells
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Austria
• June 2014: electronic goods retailer Media-Saturn
and its suppliers Pioneer and SSA Fluidra agreed to
pay fines of a total of EUR 1.6 million (~USD 2
million) for restrictions on Media-Saturn's online
price setting
– Other retailers are still under investigation
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Denmark
• July 2014: Witt Hvidevarer, a Danish distributor of
robot vacuum cleaners settled a probe into RPM,
prevention of parallel imports and prevention of
passive sales for 1.1 million kroner (~USD 1.7
million)
– Two executive paid 20,000 kroner each

Hogan Lovells
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Poland
• March 2014: Office of Competition and Consumer
Protection imposed fine of 150,000 zloty (~USD 50,000)
on Excellent, a distributor of bathroom fittings
– Between 2003 and 2013, Excellent required its wholesalers and
retailers to apply minimum prices (and maximum discounts).
Non-compliance could lead to contract termination or
contractual penalties

• March 2014: Fine of 400,000 zloty (~USD 120,000)
imposed in two separate cases of RPM for business
management software:
– Asseco Business Services required distributors to sell its
software at fixed prices; failure to do so could lead to the
distributors' discounts being reduced.
– RAKS and three of its distributors were fined for agreeing fixed
resale prices of the RAKS software
Hogan Lovells
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Croatia
• August 2014: fine of 1.6 million kuna (~USD 250,000)
imposed by Croatian Competition Agency on 4 companies:
– Annex to 2009, 2010 sales contract between diary producer Dukat
and retailer Konzum contained provisions requiring compliance with
resale prices suggested by Dukat, which had right to terminate in case
of non-compliance
– 2010 contract between food supplier Kutjevo and retailer KTC
required KTC to keep retail prices above agreed minimum prices,
again with right of Kutjevo to terminate in case of non compliance

• November 2014: fine of 600,000 kuna (~USD 100,000)
imposed on Carlsberg and KTC for minimum resale price
clauses in 2010 contract, non-compliance of which would
result in KTC losing discounts
• December 2014: fine of 2.5 million kuna (~USD 400,000)
imposed on food company Kras and retailer NTL for
minimum resale price clauses, non-compliance of which
could result in refusal to supply and loss of discounts
Hogan Lovells
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Hub-and-spoke cases
• The Austrian Competition Authority brought
proceedings against supermarket SPAR for
agreeing to collude on resale prices with other
retailers through suppliers.
– Competing retailer REWE already settled this case for
EUR 20.8 million (~USD 25 million) in 2013

• The Belgian Competition Authority has charged 7
supermarkets and 11 suppliers of colluding to raise
the prices of household, bodycare and hygiene
products
– Appeals against the dawn raids in this case are ongoing,
suspending the Authority's investigation
Hogan Lovells
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United States
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RPM basics: U.S. federal law
• For over 90 years, RPM was treated as per se
unlawful under federal antitrust law
– Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. John D. Park and Sons, 220 U.S.
373 (1911)

• This all changed in 2007; RPM would now be
treated under the rule of reason
– Leegin Creative Leather Products v. PSKS, 551 U.S. 877
(2007)
– Why? Because the Supreme Court recognized that RPM
could in some cases be procompetitive
•
www.hoganlovells.com

Increases overall competition by promoting interbrand competition
(as distinct from intrabrand competition)
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RPM basics: U.S. state law
• Current status? . . . Still a mixed bag!
– In Leegin, 33 state AGs signed an amicus brief to keep
RPM per se
– Several statutory changes
•
•

Leegin Repealer Statutes – e.g., MD (2009)
Leegin Supporter Statutes – e.g., KS (2013)

– Few state court challenges (with mixed results); most
states have been silent
•

See Michael A. Lindsay, Antitrust Source, Overview of State RPM,
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/antitrust_source/
apr13_lindsay_chart.authcheckdam.pdf

www.hoganlovells.com
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Current events: state treatment of RPM
• Kansas
– May 4, 2012: Kansas Supreme Court declined to extend
Leegin’s rule of reason treatment to the Kansas Restraint
of Trade Act (KRTA), holding that vertical and horizontal
price maintenance agreements are per se illegal (O’Brien
v. Leegin Creative Leather Prods., Inc., 2012 WL 1563976
(Kan. May 4, 2012))
– April 16, 2013: Gov. Brownback of Kansas signs into law
KRTA amendment (SB 124):
•
•
www.hoganlovells.com

Requiring KRTA to be construed in line with federal antitrust law
and SCOTUS precedent
Adding in a reasonableness standard for agreements in restraint of
trade
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Current events: state treatment of RPM
• New York
– May 8, 2012: NY Supreme Court affirmed lower court decision
that stated NY law makes RPM agreements unenforceable but
not unlawful (People v. Tempur-Pedic International Inc., 944
N.Y.S. 2d 518 (2012))

• California
– Cartwright Act language implies RPM is per se unlawful
– Despite Cartwright language, at least one CA state court
rejected per se treatment for vertical restraints
•

Kaewsawang v. Sara Lee Fresh, Inc., No. BC360109 (Super. Ct. Los
Angeles Cnty., May 6, 2013).

– BUT State AG brought two cases in 2010 under RPM theories,
both of which resulted in consents (People v. Dermaquest, Inc.
and People v. Bioelements, Inc.)
www.hoganlovells.com
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Current events: state treatment of RPM
• Pennsylvania
– June 18, 2012: SB 1565 referred to PA Senate Judiciary
Committee
•

Prohibits: contracts, combinations, or conspiracies that “establish a
minimum price below which a retailer, wholesaler or distributor
may not sell a commodity or service”

– March 21, 2013: SB 1565 reintroduced as SB 848
•
•

Referred to the judiciary committee in April 2013
No movement since

• North Carolina
– Deputy AG Kip Sturgis stated in 2012 that RPM remains
per se unlawful in his state
www.hoganlovells.com
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Current events: RPM federal legislation
• 2011: S. 75/H.R. 3406, Discount Pricing Consumer
Protection Act of 2011, re-introduced (Orig. S.148, 2009)

– Would have repealed Leegin with language that made it unlawful for
companies to set a minimum resale price
– Died in committee (despite external support from 41 state Ags and
others)
– No new legislation introduced in Congress

• Sen. Klobuchar (MN), Chair of the Senate Judiciary Antitrust
Subcommittee, and Sen. Mike Lee (UT) held hearings in July
2014 on contact lens pricing with a focus on manufacturers’
use of RPM
– Senators concluded they would “check in at a reasonable time” to
evaluate the impact on prices

• Even among the U.S. antitrust enforcement agencies, there
is no consensus
– Baer confirmation hearings: stated support for repeal of Leegin
– Wright’s writings: frequent and vocal supporter of Leegin

www.hoganlovells.com
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Current events: RPM in federal litigation
• In re: On-Line Travel Company (OTC)/Hotel Booking
Antitrust Litigation, 3:12-md-02405 (N.D. Tex.)
– Consolidated dozens of cases that alleged the OTCs conspired
with major hotel defendants to create and enforce RPM
agreements to minimize competition on hotel room prices
– Judge granted motion to dismiss (Feb. 2014) and found
Second Amended Complaint lacking (Oct. 2014)
•

Failed to plead a Section 1 conspiracy under Twombly
–

–

•

www.hoganlovells.com

May have been parallel conduct but facts alleged could not exclude
possibility that defendants acted independently to enter into these RPM
agreements
Court disregarded alleged “plus” factors

RPM agreements were rational for both hotels and OTCs
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Current events: RPM in federal litigation
• House of Brides, Inc., et al. v. Alfred Angelo, Inc.,
1:11-cv-07834 (N.D. Ill.)
– Retailer of bridal gowns alleged that manufacturer (which
also had retail sales) violated the Sherman Act and Illinois
state antitrust law by instituting a Manufacturer's
Suggested Retail Price and a Minimum Pricing Policy
– Judge granted motion to dismiss (Jan. 2014)
•

•
•

www.hoganlovells.com

Citing Leegin, determined such policies should be evaluated under
Rule of Reason
Plaintiff failed to plead a relevant market (alleging only per se)
Dismissed state law claim for the same reasons
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Current events: RPM in federal litigation
• United States v. Apple Inc., et al., 12-cv-2826 (S.D.N.Y.
July 10, 2013)
– Court found that Apple participated directly in a horizontal pricefixing conspiracy with publishers
– This case could have been evaluated under the rule of reason
because the agreements at issue were between the publishers
and Apple (vertical price restraints)
•

•

The “agency model” that Apple urged the publishers to accept was
essentially RPM (Apple took a 30% cut of revenues but publishers set
the prices)
The S.D.N.Y. made no statement about the lawfulness of such terms,
instead finding their use facilitated a horizontal conspiracy between
the publishers

– Court stated if evaluated under rule of reason, DOJ still wins
www.hoganlovells.com
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RPM conclusions: still risky
• The Colgate doctrine still is the best approach
– Unilateral action, coupled with no coercion

• Other ways to mitigate risk
– Minimum advertised pricing (MAP)
– Consignment arrangements (agency)
•

But, agency does not always immunize (e.g., DOJ v. Apple) where
potential horizontal effects exist

• Because of state law variety, involve antitrust
counsel early and often in drafting RPM policies
www.hoganlovells.com
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